CONSULTATION WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AT SYLHET AND RANGPUR

Law Enforcement Agency (LEA) is one of the key stakeholders of Bandhu Social Welfare Society and keeping this in mind, Bandhu arrange regular divisional level consultations with them. These consultations help Bandhu to introduce its activities and ensure support of LEA to implement the local level activities in different divisions. As a part of it, in 2019, Bandhu conducted two consultations in Sylhet and Rangpur respectively under RGDP project. Altogether 39 participants including Sub Inspectors and Asst. Sub Inspectors attended in both divisions. For more interactive sessions, Bandhu also invited few community members and panel lawyers along with Bandhu representatives. During the session, Bandhu highlighted the national and international laws and progress in neighboring countries and also punitive laws of our countries that hinders our interventions as well as HIV prevention program in Bangladesh.
In the inauguration part in Rangpur, Mizanur Rahman PPM (BAR), Superintendent of Rangpur District Police addressed the importance of census and inheritance issues of the community. After the consultation, each member of both divisions committed to support the community within their territory and will consider them from humanitarian perspective beyond administrative job. These consultations also created linkage between local community, CBOs and local Thana, so that the community can take instant support from now on.

“The inclusive development planning of Government is not possible without the betterment of this community. As they are human being, therefore everybody should come forward for mainstreaming this community in our society.”

Mizanur Rahman PPM (BAR)
Superintendent of Rangpur District Police